Chicagoland police OK stop-and-frisk checks

CHICAGO (AP) — The Chicago Police Department will allow individual evaluations of its stop-and-frisk policies that critics say are unconstitutional as part of an agreement with an American Civil Liberties Union about changes in the way the practice is administered.

That includes stopping a person to check whether they have a weapon or any incriminating evidence. It would also allow the ACLU to investigate complaints about stop-and-frisk policies.

The agreement that calls for increased public disclosure and more officer training follows a scathing March 2015 report from the ACLU of Illinois about police and the community, said Tom Manger, the city’s police superintendent.

The agreement comes after months of negoti- ations, the city’s last one with the ACLU. The agreement, which Manger said would be signed next week, will allow the ACLU to review written policies, terminal, training materials, discipline reports, and personnel files. It will also allow them to review any stop-and-frisk policy.

The police department still faces a federal court order and a consent decree that require them to stop and frisk people based on reasonable suspicion.

The feedback has been positive throughout the community, and police officers have been working to improve their interactions with the public.

The agreement also calls for increased public disclosure and more officer training. The police department will provide copies of the stop-and-frisk policy, which is available online, to any citizen who requests it.
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